
Numbers

Fractions

Cut a cake into pieces, then take some

Mixed numbers 1+1/2 = 
improper fraction 3/2 = 
decimal 1.5 

Adding, need common 
denominator (same size pieces)

Subtracting (like adding)

Multiplying "multiply the 
tops, multiply the bottoms""Half of a third is a sixth"

"Dividing fractions, easy as pie! 
Flip the second and multiply"

How many quarters go into 3/4? Answer 3

Fractions of a number"Half of" 30 = 1/2 × 30 = 30÷2 = 15

"2/3 of" 30 = 2/3×30 = 2×10=20

Equivalent fractions

+-X/

Adding

e.g. "Find the sum of 1, 3 and 5"  1+3+5=9

number bonds

"Line up columns"

carrying

Subtracting

e.g. "How much bigger is 9 than 5?" 9-5=4

"order matters" 9-5=4

5-9=-4
"Line up columns"

borrowing

Multiplying

e.g. "How many is 4 lots of 3?", 4×3=12

Make a times table square?

x10, hold . and move digits to left

Lattice method

Check by estimating answer

Decimal places rule

Duality, 4×5=20,  20÷4=5,  20÷5=4

Dividing, 20/4
"How many 4s go into 20?" e.g. "I have 20 sweets and give people 4 each, 

how many people get sweets?"  20÷4=5 people

"If I cut 20 into 5 pieces, how big is each piece?" e.g. "If I share £20 between 5 people, what do 
they each get?"  £20÷5 = £4 each

Short division

Equivalents

4×5=20,  20÷4=5,  20÷5=4

12÷0.1 = 12×10=120

12÷10 = 12×0.1=1.2

If 3×4=12 then 30×40=??

Decimals and percentages

0.2 = 2/10
=20%

0.20 = 20/100 = 2/10
=20%

1/4 = 25/100=25%

3/5 = 3/5×100%  = 3×20% = 60%

% increase £20 plus 10% = £20 + £2 = £22

£20 minus 10% = £20 - £2 = £18

Negative numbers

10-1 = 9 but 1 - 10 = -9

Adding a negative number is equivalent 
to subtracting a positive number

9 + (-2) = 9-2 = 7

Subtracting a negative number is the 
opposite of subtracting a positive (it ADDS)

9 - (-2) = 9 + 2 = 11

Multiplying or dividing: Two - signs, answer positive
-6 ×-2 = 12

-6 / -2 = 3

One or three - signs, answer negative
6 × -2 = -12

-6 × -2 × -3 = -36

-6 / 2 = -3

Ratio & proportion

Sharing between people

"Parts"

Multiples of a recipe

Special numbers

Prime numbers

"only divide by themselves and 1"

2, 3, 5, 7, 11, 13, 17

Squares1, 4, 9, 16, 25, 36…100

9=3^2, 3 = √9

Cubes
1, 8, 27, 64….1000

Standard form
2×10^3=2000

2×10^-1 = 0.2


